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       Introductory Essay Li Keur Aesthetic Translation of Indigenous Languages Database Dr. Suzanne M Steele ©2020 This introduction to Li Keur, Aesthetic Translation of Indigenous Languages Database offers insight into: the rationale and creation of the research project database; the writing of the text that lays the foundation for this work; the course of cultural sharing involved, and a short guide to the layout of the database. The opinions expressed here are mine alone (Dr. SM Steele). *** In a 2019 CBC interview with Carol Off, upon the publication of a new, unexpurgated edition of HalfBreed (1973; 2019), Maria Campbell stated that she believes: Change is through arts, change is through storytelling, it's through singing songs, it's people visiting each other and talking, it's theatre, it's all of those things ...1 This research project is founded on a belief that echoes Maria Campbell's sentiments, that change can come through storytelling, singing, and visiting with one another — for this is how I envision the trajectory of this multi-year, multi-cultural project, Li Keur, Riel's Heart of the North, and this specific research project. I believe that a formal 'performance' with singers, actors, and a symphony orchestra may appear to be the sum of all the parts, but really, the project encompasses the experience of creating relationships through doing the work, the very hard work of relationship. For our team, this 'visiting' is with translators, audience members, performers, creatives of all sorts that ostensibly are working towards a performance; but the reality is that the making is itself performative, and, potentially historic or ground-breaking as a baby step of reconciliation. Ultimately I believe that we as peoples of this nation of nations known as Canada do have the opportunity to change, to address the inequities of our collective pasts and I see art as central to this opportunity. 1 https://www.cbc.ca/radio/asithappens/as-it-happens-friday-edition-1.5378245/maria-campbell-on-the-pain-and- relief-of-re-releasing-halfbreed-with-uncut-account-of-rcmp-rape-1.5378256 Language, Story, and Visit Language, story, and visit are central to all cultures, as indeed to Indigenous cultural identity. Story and language is thus central to this the body of this new work on Louis Riel that I'm writing, with the help of so many others, and with the composer Neil Weisensel, partner in this research project. Since Neil and I first received a Canada 150 New Chapter Award (Canada Council) in 2017, it has been my intention, as storyteller, to flip the expectations of a 21st century opera-going audience from a Eurocentric to an Indigen-a-centric narrative, one that reimagines our world of 150+ years ago. I thus saw that my most creative, and powerful tool would be through language. My goal has always been to try and emulate the linguistic aesthetic that potentially echoes the linguistic landscape of Riel's world (1840-85) — and indeed, the peoples at the heart of this continent for centuries, and millennia — peoples such as my French, my Michif, and my Anishinaabe ancestors. While I am neither cradle-speaker of Michif nor Anishinaabemowin, I saw an exciting challenge: to locate cradle-speakers and have them help me tell the story I felt I had to tell. In this we are so lucky to find generous, enthusiastic cradle-speakers who are willing to share their knowledge to further this vision. And so, following protocols, and the time-honoured experiences of 'visiting', Neil and I set to work, a process that has taken over three-and-a-half years and many hard lessons. A further goal of mine is to weave the languages in a manner similar to my understanding of the languages of the prairie kinship webs2 of my mother's people at the heart of the continent. Indeed, this cross-cultural and linguistic weaving was a lifeblood of the times. Many of us have ancestors who were translators and navigators, specifically because they not only spoke five to seven languages, but also because their kinship webs crossed the heart of the continent. Ultimately I wanted and Indigenous audience to see and hear us once again rightfully placed centre stage at the heart of the continent. We've actually never disappeared, nor have our languages nor ways of speaking —the multilingualism of our peoples continues to this day as Neil and I can attest; we have sat at the kitchen table many times with 21st century Métis peoples and listened to them laugh and joke in at least three languages woven into single sentences! Such is the richness of the linguistic fabric at the 2 For a fascinating discussion of these kinship webs, see Lindsay Nixon's excellent MA thesis (Concordia University, 2018), Prairie Families: Cree-Métis-Saulteaux Materialities as Indigenous Feminist Materialist Record of Kinship-Based Selfhood. https://spectrum.library.concordia.ca/984472/ heart of the continent as it was and remains — though what the future brings, well nobody knows. According to UNESCO, forty-three percent of the world's 6000 languages are endangered — the data is grim.3 4 Certainly this is true of the languages we have been working with in Li Keur, and it may explain the motivation of some of the translators who have helped us. We have been told that a goal in the project was for them to be able to continue to hear their languages being used, albeit in a theatric, ergo intriguing, fashion, and brought to a wider audience than some of the smaller communities from whence they come. The Aesthetic Translation of Indigenous Languages Database In 2019, we received a Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council (SSHRC) outreach grant to create a digital database based on the translations of my text, and, also, to form a Michif choir. Before proceeding with the project I drafted an Indigenous Memorandum of Understanding between CMU and the project participants. CMU then verified this memorandum and it was presented to each translator with an explicit understanding that ALL intellectual property that they contributed belonged to them and their estate in perpetuity, and that any time they wished to have it withdrawn they could. Using the text from the opera, the project research assistants, Bryna Link and Hannah Connelly, reached out to the translators, again following protocols, and visited with them virtually during the latter part of the stay-at-home protocols, and then 'safely' (following CMU's Pandemic protocols). In consultation with me, Bryna prepared the text, and the pair video recorded the translators pronouncing the phrases. Hannah then edited the recordings and prepared them for uploading into the Omeka database we are using for easy access. We chose Omeka for its ease of use, because it is widely used in the museum and archive community, and for its cost. Vic Froese, MLIS, the Head Librarian at CMU, made the first large forays into Omeka and the design of the database. Together, (I have an MLIS from the same library school as Vic!) we decided on fields and the best way to make the information searchable to a lay public, language community members, as well as for scholars and performers who may wish help with pronunciation should they 3 http://www.unesco.org/languages-atlas/en/statistics.html 4 According to this 2020 article by Craig Kielburger, only 500 of the world's languages are used online, 50% of all web publishing is in English, and Twitter supports 61 languages, despite the fact that only 5% of internet users are English speakers in their homes. https://lfpress.com/opinion/columnists/kielburger-inuit-students-use-social-media- to-battle-language-loss be part of future productions of Li Keur, Riel's Heart of the North. The database is also an important resource for Neil and his Métis co-composer Alex Kustoruk who are setting the words to their music and who need to hear every syllable and nuance of pronunciation. We simply can't thank Vic enough for his hard work and dedication to the project, as well as his professional expertise and insight as he dug deep into the software and laid the template for what we now have. He then taught the project's production assistant, Hannah Connelly, the mechanics, and the two have produced an elegant and easy resource which CMU will host in perpetuity. Vic, Hannah, and our team, including with valuable advice from CMU archivist Conrad Stoesz, have tried to make this database as user-friendly as possible, and yet, Vic and I have worked towards making a meaningful archive that will be robust enough to weather technological change. How to Use the Database Navigation Because Vic Froes and I wanted the database to be easily searchable, and in multiple ways, we set a number of freely searchable fields: language type; translator; media (video or audio); phrases or words from the script; title; date of recording; description; character(s); and attribution or copyright or IP holders. Language Codes As we are working with various Michifs/Mitchif and Anishinaabemowen, all recorded over a great length of time, we assigned a translation code to each while working with the script, and then for the purpose of the database. They are: • A for Anishinaabemowen (Saulteaux) as spoken by Debra Beach Ducharme and Donna Beach; • F for French Michif, specifically as spoken in St Laurent by Drs. Coutu-Lavallee, Chartrand, and Bruce and their team; • J for French Michif as spoken by Jules Chartrand of St Laurent, and • V for 'Heritage Michif', or 'Cree-Michif', or 'Southern Michif' as spoken by Madame Verna de Montigny of Brandon, MB.5 Other Fields or Codes We also assigned a number to accompany the language code. This reflects the line of the script that was given to the translators recording the samples. An example of this is J1 which refers to Jules Chartrand reading Line 1 of the phrases we have given him. Sometimes, because of length and to enhance pronunciation (for end-users), a passage of dialogue was broken down into phrases. In the screenshot below once can observe Monsieur Jules Chartrand's recordings of a passage of dialogue in which the character, Pepére, is playing cribbage with his granddaughter, Joséphine-Marie. Note that the end-user of the database can simply click on the image of the video camera and hear or watch Jules pronounce his translations. J32a [J is for Jules, 32 is for the line of his script, and a means it's the first part of a phrase. 5 These are working terms only and cannot be taken as anything but working terms for the sake of this project. Michif is spoken throughout a huge territory and linguistic variations are great. Other Features of the Database Finally, we have included performance workshops and studio recordings of early iterations of this project, and we are particularly proud of including the podcast Li Keur, Conversations from the Heart of the Continent on Indigenous languages, music, culture, and art in the age of reconciliation. This podcast with hosts Bryna Link and Hannah Connelly is the crown jewel of this project for me. To see this new generation embrace the conversation of the age is magnificent and speaks well to our long and challenging future in our task of Truth and Reconciliation. I'd like to finish this essay with another quote from Madame Maria Campbell from the new edition of HalfBreed: Like me the land had changed, my people were gone, and if I was to know peace I would have to find it within myself. (Campbell 2). This project is dedicated to those who truly seek peace, truth and reconciliation, with a sincere wish for us all to find it within ourselves a new and generous way of living. Dr. SMSteele Vancouver, B.C., October 29, 2020 
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